Reportings: Light Play Art Meeting, October 16, 2021,
This is a compilation of reports written by participants in the October 16, 2021,
gathering that took place at Windy Hill Barn Studio in Harlemville, NY. The event
was organized, and report compiled, by Gary Lamb.
Photos in this reporting were taken by Martin Miller, except those submitted by
Katie, Ute, and Laura. GL

Schedule: 10/16/21
LOCATION:
Windy Hill Barn Studio, just outside of Harlemville at 1030 Route 21, Ghent, NY. It
is on the left at the top of a hill, when heading East toward Hillsdale. After
entering the driveway turn left just before the garage, then park behind the
garage. Enter the Barn complex through the door on the right.
Date And Time: Saturday, Oct 16, 1-5 pm (maximum):
If we finish by 4ish, there would be time to visit the Light Forms Art Center exhibit
on COSMIC BIOLOGY, MANDALAS, AND PLANETARY SEALS in Hudson, including
works by Michael Howard who is attending our meeting. The Art Center closes at
5 pm sharp. Masks may be required at Light Forms.
BYO Snack: We will take a short break midway in the afternoon. Please bring your
own snacks, refreshments, utensils, or bring something to share.
Need 1: Summary of Meeting for Those Who Cannot Attend
If someone or a few people who could take notes during the meeting and type
them up later that would be a big help and a good deed. Perhaps, three people
could each do one of the three parts of the meeting. Other ideas?
Need 2: Timekeeper
The following schedule and time frame would enable us to finish by 4 pm and
allow time for a trip to Light Forms Art Center for those who wish to see the
exhibit.
Also: TRANSLATION HELP NEEDED (Note: We found someone.)
Most of the Stuten/Light Play Art material on the HV CSR website has been translated from
German into English using DeepL software. It still requires someone fluent in German to “clean
up” the translation. (Or do it over if they are inclined.) It is approximately 20,000 words with
about 2,000 to 3,000 that have already been human translated. There is a modest amount of
funds ($500) available for this purpose. If you know of anyone who might be able to help with

this task, please let me know.
We hope to create a small booklet of the compilation that would be printed on demand in
German and English.
Anticipated Attendees:
Virginia Hermann, Ute Heuser, Michael Howard, Gary Lamb, Cameron MacArthur , Dorothea
Mier, Martin Miller, Julia Perez, Janene Ping, Sergio Rico, Mariola Strahlberg, Laura Summer,
Nathaniel Williams. (Katie Schwerin attended also.)

Day Schedule
PART 1
- Welcome, go over schedule with Gary

15 min

- Acknowledging each other. Self-introductions go round (2 min each) 30 min
-In-Place Eurythmy with Dorothea
5 min
-How the idea for exhibition of Stuten’s works
and related events arose: Gary
5 min
-Meetings with Stuten’s biographer in Dornach
(New biography in German due out in early 2020):
Virginia and Cameron
15 min
PART 2
-Mini-presentations on previous Light Play Art research and activities
Nathaniel, Michael, Katie
25 min
-Snack
20 min
-Related activities mini presentations
Sergio, Ute, Janene, Laura
7 min each
30 min
PART 3
LOOKING TOWARD A FUTURE LIGHT PLAY ART EXHIBITION AND EVENTS IN 2022
- Sharing of ideas and potential offerings for a 2022 event and thoughts about
content of reading materials.
35 min

Sign-in board

Dorothea led us in opening eurythmy exercises

Opening Thoughts by Gary Lamb

Reproductions from slides of Jan Stuten drawings (l) and from original drawings (r)

I first became consciously aware of Light Play Art about two years ago through an article
written by David Adams in an Arts Section Newsletter. This occurred when while arranging a
chapter on early twentieth-century technology in A Road to Sacred Creation: Rudolf Steiner’s
Perspectives on Technology, Volume 1, which I was editing. I say “consciously” aware because
previously I attended events by Nathaniel Williams, Katie Schwerin, and Michael Howard and
visited the Light Forms Art Center in Hudson, NY, several times. These were all inspired by Light
Play Art, which were developed by Rudolf Steiner and Jan Stuten, but I didn’t make the
connection at the time.
After reading David’s article, I felt that it would be important that more information be
available in English on the origin, underlying principles, and goals of the original Light Play Art
initiative. I began by tracking down the German references that David referred to in his article.
Hopefully, some of these will be translated into English by a professional translator by February
2022.
I was also intrigued with the idea of bringing the 15 sketches or story boards that Jan Stuten
drew at the behest of Rudolf Steiner with the theme metamorphosis of fear to the U.S. I
imagined the sketches could be a part of an exhibit and a series of presentations, workshops,
and performances focused on the theme of Light Play Art to be held at the Light Forms art

center in nearby Hudson, NY. I have since found out the that the original sketches are in poor
condition and cannot be transported to the US. But there may be a possibility of exhibiting
reproductions instead.
The October 16 meeting was meant in part to see if there was sufficient interest in people who
previously experimented with forms of Light Play Art, along with potential newcomers, to
further explore Light Play Art in some way.

Nathaniel Williams

Nathaniel and an analogue light instrument

Nathaniel shared an analogue light instrument that was created for a performance a number of
years ago as an example of promising directions for development. He suggests that developing
light instruments of this variety could be likened to developing string instruments for music.
How can one develop a light instrument with a similar analogue versatility for a light-artist? The
"light violin" prototype he shared consisted of an overhead projector mounted with two discs,
each tinted as a color wheel with dye-based inks. The color wheels were mounted on a dowel,
above the light table and below the projector arm. The color wheels were mounted so that they
passed through the colors in opposite directions. This allows one to have both discs align above
the table on yellow and then to be able to move in opposite directions and pass into either
orange or green. On top of each disc is a piece of matte board with various forms cut out to
allow the colored light to pass through, forms inspired by the colors. The player holds one
wheel in each hand and moves them in opposite directions. This has the effect that forms of
color wax and wane as the player moves the discs. Nathaniel commented that some further
stages of developing this would involve creating a dimmer pedal for the player, fabricating
colored glass discs and allowing the direction of the projector arm to be manipulated by the
player.

Michael Howard
Light Art as Visual Music

Michael sharing some of his techniques, devices, and materials

Through articles written by David Adams, I was familiar with the indications of Rudolf Steiner
concerning what he called Light-Play-Art, including his collaboration with Jan Stuten. During the
Holy Nights of 2011, I attended a performance given by Katie Schwerin in Keene, NH that
moved me to take up this new art form myself. The performance lasted only 10 minutes but I
went away quite smitten by the transcendent quality of the colored shadows moving to music.
Afterwards, I went behind the screen where I saw a few lights with colored gels, a simple
dimmer board and some cut out pieces of card used as moving props. In that moment, I said to
myself: I have to try this!
In the coming weeks, I built my own shadow puppet screen and invested in a dimmer board
and a few lights with gels. This allowed me to create the varying washes of colored light on the
screen, however, in addition to having fixed lights connected to the dimmer, I wanted a light
source that I could move as well. For this I tried all manner of flashlights. Eventually, I
discovered one that allowed me to change the focus from diffuse to concentrated. I created a
set of caps--each with a different colored gel--that I could put over a flashlight, so I had a full
range of colors to move. And then I began creating a variety of reflective surfaces using broken
colored glass, gels, glittered papers, and patterns made with colored pens on a mirror. With my
growing collection of devices I would playfully improvise to various kinds of recorded music on
my iPad.
As I never learned to play a musical instrument, this soon fulfilled a personal need to
experience the joy of creating music. It seemed only fitting that as a visual artist I was
discovering how to create music through the visual medium of moving colored light. Besides
fulfilling a personal need, it also complemented my artistic work as a painter and sculptor. For
some years I had already been drawing, painting, and sculpting in an effort to evoke a musical
experience through color and form.
This is not the place to attempt a full documentation of my experiences, but I would touch on a
couple things that seem significant to me:
1
I would be the first to assess my early attempts at creating visual music as barely scratching the
surface of what I imagine will become in time a mature art form. It was clear to me that much

of the time I achieved little more than a flashlight of moving colored light on a screen. But from
the beginning, I was captivated and motivated by fleeting moments when the moving colored
light became more than physical light, as it transported me into a living world of inner
experience comparable to the way the physical sounds of music can transport us.
2
Mostly, I worked intuitively rather than according to any thought-out principles. Nevertheless, I
sensed that visual music was grounded in foundational principles. Music itself has the musical
scale and short and long rhythms that can be played on a variety of instruments. The art of
eurythmy makes visible music through the human form moving in straight lines and curves, up
and down, left and right, expanding and contracting. Are there equivalent elements for moving
colored light? There is the spectrum of colors that seems related to the musical scale but I
remain wary of fixing it into a contrived system. Along the way, I came to realize the effects of
moving light up or down, left and right, in and out, as well as focusing or diffusing it. I did not
force these elements into a fixed system, but I did experience moments where the light began
to sing as music when intuitively I combined the “right” elements at the right time.
Although I mostly worked on my own, I was grateful to have the opportunity to collaborate
with Katie Schwerin and Nathaniel Williams on a few occasions. We would come together for a
few days to rehearse a few pieces we each had prepared. Some pieces we did ourselves but we
also worked on each other’s pieces. In either case, we supported each other’s efforts through
conversations that included gentle but helpful suggestions. This collaboration reached a certain
climax with a performance in the summer of 2013 during an art conference in Philmont, NY.
Nathaniel Williams conceived and directed a light art performance of Eric Whitacre’s,
Cloudburst, choral composition. Hopefully, Nathaniel will document this project more fully as I
believe it marked the high point of our creative collaboration, but also a significant step in the
evolution of Light Art as Visual Music.

Katie Schwerin
Light Play Art Explorations
I began my work with light play art after being introduced to it by David Adams at the 2010
artist gathering in Hudson, NY. I worked with my colleague, Libby Haddock, utilizing a white
sheet as a scrim and clip-on lights covered by colored gels as the light source. I situated the
lights clipped on to poles, on both sides of the screen - stage left where the warm colors and
stage right were the cool colors. This created an overlap of color and color shadows when I
moved a two-dimensional cardboard form perpendicular to the screen. We experimented with
different colored gels and with different movements as we listened closely to a piece of music.
We were inspired by this new art form, “The new art form would allow the audience to ‘hear’
color and ‘see’ tones.”(1) I have a background in shadow puppetry which helped. Our first show
was working with Ravel’s Piano Concerto in D, 2nd movement.
Many of the forms we created were abstract, but for this first show we also used a large geese
shadow puppet. We found if we held the beak to the screen and allowed the wings to be move
away from the screen, there was a beautiful streaming of color and you could sense that you
were flying in the flock, next to the geese in the sunlit air filled with colors steaming around
you. Over that first year, this exploration evolved into working with a small troupe, using a
professional shadow puppet screen, colored lights, (still with clip on lamps with gels), and I
added a dimmer switch system to the process. During a performance, one of our troupe
members would be situated in the back of the audience, moving the dimmer switch to
modulate the colored lights to get the desired effects. The players behind the screen moved
two dimensional, flexible forms or sometimes fabric, in an orchestrated sequence, coordinated
with the player working the dimmer switch, all in response to the music. Over time, I also
worked out ways to do solo performances. Working from behind the screen is a huge challenge
because one does not see what the audience is seeing. You are reliant on someone or a system
to show you what the visual effect is. I was able to do the solo pieces by using mirrors or videos
as a way to know what it looked like for the audience.
These performances were always short, often just 10 minutes in length, and yet we were
always fortunate to have audiences come to experience them. We heard repeatedly how
soothing and calming it was. We often worked with live music - a cellist, a pianist and once with

a classical guitarist but also sometimes to recorded music. However, live music was my first
choice when possible. The music always came from the back of the audience. Over the six plus
years I worked with this medium, I experimented with changing the light locations, twodimensional forms and cutouts, as well as utilizing an overhead projector for some pieces. The
colored lights with the cool colors on one side and warm colors on the other seemed to work
the best. I also had opportunities to work with puppeteers in the bi-annual puppetry
conference held at the Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School.
The performance wasn't an end but part of a process. The activity of listening to a particular
piece of music over and over again to find the right mix of colors, forms and movements to go
with it in order to create and practice for a performance was such a rich and deep experience in
itself. “How is the form to become moving and metamorphosing? What technique can be used?
Must start with light itself. The stage designer must experience the colors himself, like
breathing in colors & light. How does all this technology help him if his soul is not a place for
creation of light, if he does not become light and darkness?”(2) Some reflections now looking
back...The biggest challenge I found in all of this was how to slow the movement down enough
to allow the viewers time to live into the color experience. In one of the more successful
performances, I worked with slowly coming in towards the screen and back out with a series of
formations. This created more of a breathing experience for the viewer. For future explorations,
I would like to work more closely with the evolving movement sequence and not be so directly
wedded to the piece of music as I am developing the piece. I can imagine starting with music,
making notes, then focus on creating the movement independent of the music. After
developing the movement, I would bring the music back into the process. It would also be good
to work more closely with a musician throughout the process.
While in graduate school a few years back I was introduced to Smithsonian Museum’s
retrospective on this exploratory work in the publication Visual Music: Synesthesia in Art and
Music. Since 1900, I found it very reassuring to know that artists from many different
orientations were finding this need to ‘hear’ color and ‘see’. This retrospective, Visual Music:
Synaesthesia in Art and Music Since 1900, combined with further experimentation, led me to
into some new approaches to the color light work. What was I investigating?
•Explorations into the nature of color as a breathing experience, a response or engagement

with soundscapes, notes in different keys, and musical compositions.
•The question: what awakens in us when we bring the senses of sight and sound together?
•How does this change the nature of listening, or of seeing? Breathing is about taking in and
then releasing - integrating what you take in and letting go what you don't need. Video of
“Sleep” by Eric Whitacre. (Behind the scenes)https://youtu.be/prdKBL2PQBg
Quotes 1 & 2 from Moving Pictures: The Cycle Metamorphoses of Fear” by Jan Stuten: Sketches
for a New Light-Play-Art after an idea of Rudolf Steiner by Wolfgang Veit (Stuttgart: Urachhaus,
1993) – Summaries and Translations
Photos from Katie 1-5

Janene Ping

Janene with a Dragon Puppet
The work with puppetry arts began for me with a deep love for world folk and fairy tales. There
is such inspiration to be found in these old stories - and an opportunity to explore rich universal
soul archetypes, cutural wisdom teachings, and living pictures of transformation in the quest of
what it means to be human. The Magical Puppet Tree Theater was founded in 1992. Over the
years we have have worked with pedagogical, therapeutic, and artistic disciplines using table
top, hand, rod, outdoor pageant, marionette, and colored light and shadow puppets bringing
over 70 different stories to community festivals and fairs - some with multiple repeated
immersions in different venues.
The direction of colored light and shadow was inspired by Katie Schwerin at the Collaborative
Puppetry and Storytelling Arts Conferences held at Hawthorne Valley. An initial aversion was
overcome when I began to experience the colored light stage more as a veil - rather than a
screen. It is fascinating to experience how the artist's intentions on the back side of the stage
do not necessarily determine the images that the audience receives. The color light work really
IS an interplaying of a kind of musical aspect within the color spectrum. It is very special work
that holds potential for an interactive living art experience.

I have been using colored light to layer dimensions of living pictures in fairy tale puppetry
theater; thus far it has interplayed with rod and marionette figures in 9 different story
productions we have brought to the public. The most rewarding was the work on the Rock
Spring Wonder fairytale from Steiner's mystery dramas. Early childhood colleagues from 4
different Waldorf school joined together to present this tale at the East Coast WECAN
conference in Spring Valley, as well as at Hawthorne Valley, in 2019.
I am most interested in working with the theme Transformation of Fear as an artist - and to
experience a show where different inspirations of this exploration can be shared.

Laura Summer

My work with colored light and movement has been in collaboration with Finnish video artist
Sampsa Pirtola. In all of our collaborations we are interested in collaboration itself: what is it
that flows between 2 artists when they influence each other as well as the relationship of
painting and video. Our first collaboration was titled “Thrennis”, threefold tennis, it had a video
component, a painting component and a performance where the audience was invited to enter

into the installation and play. Our second collaboration was titled the “Lazarus Project” and was
an investigation of what it is to be transformed and awakened. This project included seven
videos in relation to seven series of paintings. The most recent collaboration that we have
done, which is more centered on color and light, was titled “Layers of Blue Layers”. In this
installation two videos of moving blue forms played on a layered screen of cheesecloth and
torn white sheets. In August and September 2022 we will create a video/painting installation
where the public will be invited into the creative process to both watch and participate.

Sergio Rico
I described a screenplay I am writing regarding re-incarnation, noting the mention of the
benefit movies may be when used for the transmitting of spiritual content. The screenplay is
loosely related to the book “Bridge Across the River” (which I find is often known in
anthroposophic circles) and the storytelling harkens to techniques like that of Gabriel Garcia
Marquez and narratives of magical realism. I still would like someone to take a read of this first
attempt of a script having this aforementioned mission in mind, if I can send you a copy let me
know.
I gave the quote “What is charm but beauty in motion?” because cinema to me boils down to a
charming effect of beauty passing us. Any graceful lighting techniques we create as a future
"light-art-play" is poised to offer the varieties of available sensoria including the perception of
distance, closeness, lightness, obscurity, abundance and dearth. With this I was simply offering
a new definition of cinema towards this light-play idea beyond the frenetic series of images we
currently regard as cinena. I appreciated what Kate was mentioning in terms of “slowing it
down” as electrical lights are so fast that the effect is all too sudden. I wonder if the cinema of
the future needs to be dependent on electricity or to what extent we will be working with true
light? This requires vast amounts of experimentation and research and I am so looking forward
to seeing what emerges.
Thank you for this conversation, truly a move in the right direction.

Ute Heuser
Color Light Therapy
I work with color light therapy at The Camphill School (PA).
In Rainbow Hall we have nine windows covered with lighting gels (these are colored filters
generally used for stage lighting) or stained glass. A layer of diffusion paper is added. The
diffusion paper helps to spread the light evenly onto the screen.
We use daylight in our treatments, and the intensity and quality of the light is influenced by
weather conditions such as sunshine, clouds, rain and snow.
A piece of blackout material hangs in front of each of the nine windows, and each piece can be
pulled up and down with the help of strings. A student once named the wooden structure on
which these strings are held a ‘color lyre’, a name that stuck, as it very appropriately describes
the possibilities we have to ‘tune’ the windows and to ‘play with colors’.
The light from the windows falls onto a large screen that divides the room. The colored
windows are the only light source in the room. I move between the colored windows and the
screen, and manifold colored shadows appear on the screen in front of me. The onlooker sits in
a darkened room on the other side of the screen, looking at this play of colors.
To create a healing and artistic therapy we use colors, movements, music and speech.
Part of the magic of colors is the phenomena of the complementary colors and colored
shadows. I am often asked where all these colors come from, as not all of them are present in
the colors of the windows. Again and again it is surprising how different colors mix, or when we
are able to see colors on the screen which we usually only experience as an after image.
The picture below shows the windows with open blinds. The screen is pulled to the right side.

Here are some thoughts I have:
It was mentioned in our meeting that maybe the Light Play Art is meant to be in the twodimensional realm.
The screen we use for color-light therapy is often experienced as having an added dimension.
Onlookers speak about a figure retreating or coming towards them. There is the added
dimension of the colored light, also a spiritual aspect can be experienced. We see colors that
are not actually present in the colors of the windows.
Regarding the aspect of 'metamorphosis of fear':
Color-light therapy can play an important role in alleviating fear. A change can take place within
the person participating. (This is not an outer process like the one we can observe in the
sketches.) The onlooker might feel more relaxed during and / or after the treatment, the
breathing can deepen, and the body temperature rises.

Virginia Hermann and Cameron MacArthur
Report on conversations with
Angelika Fiend, Monika Lühti, and Martina Maria Sam
Dornach, Switzerland, July 2021

Spurred by our own interest, as well as at Gary’s request, Cameron and I met his past summer
with individuals in Dornach who have ties to Jan Stuten’s work on the so called Light-Play-Art.
These meetings came about in large part due to Cameron’s living in Dornach since December
2019 as part of the Goetheanum’s new Faust production. Cameron realized during this time,
while in the course of translating (for Gary) the opening section of Wolfgang Veit’s in-depth
exploration of Stuten’s fifteen sketches, that not only was Jan Stuten’s son, Christian Stuten,
still alive and residing in Dornach, but that many interesting overlaps existed between Jan
Stuten, the first generation of eurythmists working around Steiner and Marie Steiner, the
Goetheanum’s acclaimed productions of Faust in the 1930’s, and subsequent artists in more
recent times who’ve been inspired by Stuten’s sketches and Steiner’s vision of the Light-PlayArt.
Through Gary contacts were then made to Christian Stuten, the Goetheanum Archive, and the
German publishing house for Wolgang Veit’s book. A response eventually come from Christian
Stuten through a woman named Angelika Fiend, who is working closely with Christian Stuten on
a biography of Jan Stuten for the Goetheanum Archive and Performing Arts Section. Angelika
grew-up around the Goetheanum and is personally connected through her family to the history

of the first generation of stage work happening at the Goetheanum of which Stuten was an
integral part as resident composer, musician, set-designer for Faust, actor, and traveling
accompanist for eurythmy tours.
Over several fascinating meetings with Angelika, Cameron and I gleaned what we could of the
work Jan Stuten did on the Light Play Art project during the 1920’s, 1930’s, and 1940’s. We
were able to view original sketches and slides of Stuten’s 15 drawings lent from Christan
Stuten’s personal files. Though we were unable to meet with Christian Stuten directly due to his
poor condition, he expressed great enthusiasm in the fact of outside interest in his father’s
work on this particular project, and would have liked to have spoken with us personally about
the details surrounding the encounter of Walt Disney and his creative team with Jan Stuten
(and his 15 sketches), the Faust ensemble, and a host of eurythmists at the 1937 World’s Fair in
Paris. This large showcase of anthroposophical artistic work from the Goetheanum was the
official Swiss delegation to the World’s Fair for that year. As we know, not all that long
afterwards Disney’s unusual, animated film Fantasia appeared on the scene with many seeming
references to eurythmy, Goethe, and Stuten’s story board sequence for the Metamorphoses of
Fear.
Another avenue of our investigations this summer was surrounding the relationship of Stuten’s
work and the Light-Play-Art idea with puppet theater and/or shadow puppet work. Several of
the slides given to Angelika by Christian Stuten were labeled “Puppensiel Theater,” and
appeared to be re-creations of the sketches for a small-scale scenic staging of a puppet theater
(presumably ‘Zum Gold’ in Basel?), though no puppets were visible. For us, then, some of the
main questions became whether the Light Play Art was intended to be two dimensional or
three dimensional, and in either case whether it was meant to be moving figures (puppets or
individuals) within changing, but stationary, scenes, or rather still scenes with very little
movement that then only moved in order to dismantle, shift, and reconfigure into the next
scene somewhat like moving ‘scenic puppets’?
To this end we were introduced to a puppeteer, Monika Lühti, the sole remaining carrier of
Puppentheater Felicia at the Goetheanum. Her long-time puppetry partner, Matthias Ganz,
who had been deeply interested in Stuten and the Light Play Art, had just passed away weeks
before we arrived. Monika confirmed that most of what is known of the history and

development of the idea is what is to be found in Veit’s book, and that it isn’t entirely clear
exactly what was ever realized by Stuten before his early and untimely death in 1948. She did
insist, however, that her understanding of the intention of the Light-Play-Art was that it was
meant to be two dimensional, whether that meant behind a screen as with shadow
puppets/shadow eurythmists or otherwise as with painted scrims or shifting set pieces. Having
been witness to Matthias Ganz’s interest in Stuten and his own work on this idea over the
years, Monika was enthusiastic about a potential exhibition and showcase taking place in New
York. She encouraged the use of Jan Stuten’s sketches as a kind of blueprint for the general
idea, but hoped that artists would take-on the task of creating something new and aim beyond
bringing Stuten’s images to full-scale realization. Monika was particularly excited about the
idea of pursuing themes such as the cosmic picture of planetary evolution from Saturn through
to Vulcan.
Lastly, in a seemingly unrelated conversation with Martina Maria Sam, Cameron and I were
shown images of the backdrops and scenery painted for two different Faust productions—the
first production with realistic scenery painted by Stuten and the second, later production, with
more abstract and stylized scenery painted by Walther Roggenkamp. Martina remembers very
well seeing the Roggenkamp production and was deeply awed by the powerful colors and
changing shapes effected by his use of color, form, light, and changing backdrops. Through this
conversation with Martina, it seemed to us, perhaps, that Roggenkamp’s style of painting (not
too dissimilar in my view to the moving, veiled layers of some of Wagner’s metamorphic
images), combined in a scenic way with light and shadow, the backspace of a scrim, colored
stage lights, and stylized images was a kind of unintended step in the direction of realizing a full
scale version of Light-Play-Art. In support of this, another person who saw this same production
apparently remarked they felt the set was so ‘alive’ it even distracted from the actors and stole
the show!
Following the gathering at Windy Hill, and both hearing and seeing the interesting and moving
work, innovation, performance, and exploration that has already been done in various
directions, I/we feel most inspired to see how a large, full-stage version of a metamorphosing
sequence of ‘moving’ still set-images could be realized, with attention paid to the gaps inbetween as in the unseen development between the planetary seals. The theme of the

Metamorphoses of Fear, taken-up afresh amongst those interested in working towards a future
sharing or exhibition, seems like a good bridge from the past to the present. In addition, in
relationship to work being done in Spring Valley on Steiner’s 10-person form for Goethe’s
Metamorphoses of the Plants, I have begun to envision the possibility of a Light-Play-Art series
on the Metamorphoses of Plants (Wagner’s?) as a two-dimensional introduction to seeing it
moved in eurythmy.

Reflections from other participants
Julia Perez
In a world where the written word can sometimes be judged most harshly, art offers a joyful
chalice of light and exploration. Each participant contributes to the healing substance therein
and the living conversation that ensues is both fresh and forgiving. The meeting at the Windy
Hill barn in Ghent, NY was the beginning of an effort to bring this chalice out into the open for
all to see and experience. A group of very talented folks gathered to share Imaginations,
Inspirations and Intuitions for a new form of art called "Light Play Art." We hope that together
we can bring this initiative forward as an answer to what is most needed in our current times, a
transformation of fear on many levels both individual and universal.
Some people drove many hours to attend the meeting, whereas others created a warm
gathering space for all of us with snacks, home-made apple sauce, and other treats to share.
Small presentations were offered, giving us a helpful backdrop out of which we may be able to
take new steps. Not surprisingly, the weather which started out dark and brooding, became a
bright and shining autumn day...
Thanks to everyone for such fine contributions, what an inspiring weekend!

Mariola Strahlberg
I am glad I invited myself to this event. Thank you so much. All the articles Gary suggested for
our reading pleasure were informative and new to me. It was wonderful to sit together with a
group of highly creative, positive people who wish to bring beauty and good to our world. The
idea of stimulating the imagination of the viewer to engage their will is such an important
endeavor. I am still grappling with the Play aspect of Light Play Art title but maybe it is just that,
when we go to the cinema or watch TV we think we are playing. What about all the horror or

violent movies pubic seem to enjoy so much? The element of fear has something to do with it
and therefore the theme of Transformation of Fear is fascinating to me. I am more familiar with
applications of color in medical practice and therefore may not be helpful to the group.
Nevertheless, I look forward to hearing where the group will take the theme in the future.

Ivilisse Esguerra
This first gathering around Light-Play-Art has made me interested in exploring how one can
apply principles of tone eurythmy in making a musical experience visible through other
mediums besides the human gestalt (for example, as applied to techniques described by
Nathaniel, Michael and Katie, using light, color, and manipulation of objects behind a screen).
For example, can a rounded quality appear on the screen for deep tones, or light flickering
movement above for high tones? How can qualities of light and shadow (sharp or diffuse),
express these elements in a nuanced way?
On a different note, if anyone needs a violinist or eurythmist for any of their explorations, I
would be happy to help.

Message from Don Jamison
“I'm not going to be able to make it, sorry to say . . . But I'm definitely interested in the
possibility of doing something. If there's an artist who steps up with enthusiasm and is
interested in working with a composer, please connect us!”

